
  

Cyber-Ark Longer Term Call Buy Looks for Strength 

Ticker/Price: CYBR ($115) 

Analysis: 

CyberArk (CYBR) buyer today of 500 January 2022 $125 calls for $15.50 in a stock replacement and name with 

limited open interest but does have 900 ITM April $90 calls from buyers in mid-September, near $2M in premium and 

pricing just below their original buy price. Shares are extended near-term as it runs back into resistance of a five-month 

range but above $117 has plenty of upside with a 20% measured move. CYBR ran strong in 2017/2018 and monthly 

consolidation and follow-through of the long-term trends measures to $200+. The $4.3B company trades 4.87X cash 

and 8.5X EV/sales. CYBR is coming off a mixed quarter but messy numbers as they focus on their subscription 

transition. The company has seen increased demand for their SaaS solutions while ARR grew 40% in the quarter, solid 

metrics overall as they build out of a base of recurring revenue. CYBR sees long-term tailwinds from the pandemic 

shifting more business into the cloud and digital transformations with escalating privilege one of the most common 

pathways within an IT infrastructure for hackers and CYBR a market leader in the prevention. CYBR also sees their 

TAM expanding in 2021 as automation and application development accelerate privileges. Analysts have an average 

target for shares of $118 and First Analysis a Street High $154. JP Morgan positive on 11/11 seeing the company exiting 

their subscription transition as a solid 20% growth with 20% operating margins. Short interest is 5.63%. Hedge fund 

ownership fell 8.5% last quarter, Carlson Capital a notable buyer.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: CYBR  has made a big move off recent lows and overall not as attractive of a growth story as 

our top cyber security plays CRWD, ZS, OKTA so not overly interested in getting involved, from a value perspective 

prefer PANW though CYBR has always screened well and could be a subscription transition story winner in 2021.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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